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Summary

The combustion process in a reverse-flow combustor suitable for a small gas turbine engine was investigated to evaluate the effect of fuel injector type on performance and emissions. Fuel injector configurations using pressure-atomizing, spill-flow, air-blast, and air-assist techniques were compared and evaluated on the basis of performance obtained in a full-scale experimental combustor operated at inlet conditions corresponding to takeoff, cruise, low power, and idle and typical of a 16:1-pressure-ratio turbine engine. The combustor was operated over a range of fuel injector spacing. However, fuel injector comparisons are reported primarily for the basic design configuration, which had 18 injectors. A limited comparison at low-power conditions is presented for nine symmetrically spaced injectors. Major differences in combustor performance and emissions characteristics were experienced with each injector type even though the aerodynamic configuration was common to most combustor models. The fuel injectors evaluated were pressure-atomizing (simplex, duplex, spill-flow return, and fan spray), splash-cone air-blast, multiple-fuel-impingement air-blast, and air-assist injectors. With the basic combustor configuration the spill-flow return injector gave good performance and emission characteristics. Also, if a fuel injector sequencing scheme was incorporated for low-power conditions and idle, high performance and low emissions could be obtained with the splash-cone air-blast injector. Performance and emissions characteristics obtained with various fuel injector types could not have been predicted from bench-test injector spray characteristics. Reducing the number of fuel injectors generally improved combustion efficiency at low power and idle. Reducing the number of simplex pressure-atomizing fuel injectors from 18 to 6 improved low-power efficiency, but outlet temperature distortions, as indicated by pattern factor, increased.

Introduction

Combustor programs are being conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center to provide the technology required to improve the reliability and performance of small gas turbine engines. As part of this effort the effect of various fuel injection techniques on performance has been investigated in a reverse-flow combustor configuration. Performance and emission characteristics are documented for pressure-atomizing, spill-flow, air-blast, and air-assist fuel injectors. The results are compared with those from previous simplex pressure-atomizing fuel injector studies made with the same combustor configuration.

The small gas turbine engine, as designed for general-aviation applications, offers higher power-weight ratios, lower vibrational levels, lower noise and emissions, higher reliability, less maintenance, and easier and more efficient installation than comparable reciprocating engines. Consequently a large potential demand exists in general-aviation applications as well as in the existing and growing market for helicopters. In addition, small gas turbine engines designed for commuter aircraft applications have the potential to conserve fuel and natural resources through optimization of mission, payload, and performance. The predicted economic growth will depend greatly on the ability of small gas turbines to operate efficiently with lower quality fuel over higher cycle efficiencies. Higher cycle efficiency results from increased turbine inlet temperatures and increased operating pressure. Requirements for reliable operation of small combustors under such severe conditions are even more demanding because of size considerations (ref. 1). For example, surface-volume ratio as compared with larger combustors causes heat transfer problems to be more severe in small combustors.

As an approach to investigating the technology involved in small combustor design, a reverse-flow combustor was fabricated by using existing design techniques (ref. 2). The reverse-flow configuration was selected on the basis of an evaluation of performance parameters, manufacturing tolerances, and engine considerations, particularly as applied to rotorcraft.

Fuel dispersion and mixing with the airflow is more critical in the small reverse-flow combustor than in its larger counterpart because a greater number of fuel injectors are required in the small combustor to uniformly disperse the fuel in the primary zone and to provide a satisfactory temperature distribution at the turbine. In addition, the physical passage size of the fuel injector is so small that fouling of the injector due to fuel
contamination, gumming, or carbonizing could seriously affect nozzle performance. Consequently, the method of fuel injection and the type of fuel distribution selected are major design factors that are more determinative of performance for small combustor configurations than for larger combustors. The reverse-flow combustor system is particularly well adapted to interchanging fuel injectors and evaluating the effect of various fuel injector types since the injector is readily accessible without disturbing the combustor installation.

In this investigation the combustor geometry was fixed and only variations in the fuel injection system were studied. Six fuel injector types encompassing the pressure-atomizing, spill-flow, air-blast, and air-assist techniques were used, and the results are compared with the commercial simplex pressure-atomizing configuration results reported in reference 2. Two additional tests were also conducted with the simplex pressure-atomizing technique to investigate the design problem of fuel injector spacing. Thus the effect of the type of fuel injection system on combustion efficiency, total pressure loss, outlet temperature profile, and pattern factor was investigated for a simulated range of gas turbine engine conditions for a 16:1 compression ratio with Jet A fuel. Performance data for a parametric variation of combustor reference velocity were also obtained as well as data for the emissions of unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, and smoke.

**Apparatus**

**Test Facility**

The test combustor was mounted in the closed-duct facility shown schematically in figure 1. Although the laboratory air supply can maintain airflow rates to 15 kilograms per second (kg/sec) at pressure levels to 3000 kilopascals (kPa), tests were conducted to an inlet air pressure of 1600 kPa. Combustion air drawn from the laboratory high-pressure supply was indirectly heated to a temperature of about 720 K in a counterflow-tube heat exchanger. The temperature of the air flowing out of the heat exchanger was automatically controlled by mixing the heated air with varying amounts of cold bypassed air. Airflow through the heat exchanger and bypass flow system and the total...
Figure 2. - Reverse-flow combustor. (All dimensions are in centimeters.)
pressure of the combustor inlet airflow were regulated by remotely controlled valves, as shown in figure 1.

**Combustor**

A cross section of the reverse-flow combustor used in this investigation is shown in figure 2(a). An isometric sketch of the reverse-flow combustor is shown in figure 2(b). The combustor is a full-scale, experimental NASA design with a maximum diameter of 38.5 centimeters. The design stresses versatility so that interchanging fuel injectors and modifying or replacing the swirlers, face plate, liner, and turning sections can be readily accomplished. The design liner isothermal pressure loss is 1.5 percent, and the diffuser dump loss is 0.24 percent. A symmetrical fuel injector spacing in the housing, based on 36 circumferential locations, is used so that 6, 9, 12, or 18 fuel injectors can be flow staged in the combustor by modifying the injector face plate to maintain symmetry. The airflow distribution and hole sizes in the liner are based on 36 primary and dilution holes. Total mass flows for each air entry location are tabulated in table I. The reverse-flow combustor and housing are shown in figure 3. In figure 3(a) an aft view of the combustor is shown before assembly. In figure 3(b) the combustor is shown partly assembled, and in figure 3(c) it is shown completely assembled in the housing.

**Fuel Injectors**

The fuel injectors for this program were selected on the basis of a survey of atomization methods. Pressure-atomizing, spill-flow, air-blast, and air-assist methods were considered. A brief review of commercially available injectors indicated that very few injectors would be suitable for small combustor application. A small, commercially available injector was selected for the baseline configuration of this study; two injectors were selected on the basis of availability from outside sources; and four fuel injectors were obtained from an Army-sponsored program to assist in the development of small-scale, high-performance combustors. From this program four different injectors were selected in a multiphase program in which 11 injector configurations were originally considered. A set of fuel injectors was fabricated for each of the four injector types in order to provide 18 injectors in a set. Cross-sectional views of the fuel injectors fabricated especially for this program are shown in figures 4(a) to (d), and the sprays produced by the injectors with liquid MIL-F-7024 used for Jet A simulation are shown in figure 5. Details of the test procedure are presented in the appendix. In figure 4(e) a cross-sectional view of the air-assist injector is also shown. Fuel injector characteristics are summarized in table II.

Six of the seven fuel injectors and the mounting struts used in this program are shown in figure 6. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air entry</th>
<th>Type of entry</th>
<th>Mass flow, percent of total</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faceplate</td>
<td>Swirler</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>2.54 cm from firewall, 36 holes in outer wall and 36 holes in inner wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Primary holes</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>5.72 cm from firewall, 36 holes in outer wall and 36 holes in inner wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilution</td>
<td>Dilution holes</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentric</td>
<td>Annulus</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liner cooling</td>
<td>Film cooling</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer 180°</td>
<td>Film cooling</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner 180°</td>
<td>Film cooling</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
external appearances of the duplex and spill-flow injectors are identical; consequently only one assembly is shown for reference.

**Simplex pressure-atomizing injector.**—This commercially available injector was selected to establish a reference base as determined by operational limits, performance, and emission levels of the combustor configuration. The injector was 1.1 centimeters (7/16 in.) long with a 0.8-centimeter-diameter (5/16 in.) NEF-32-3A thread. All injectors used in this study were sized to provide most of the fuel flow range required for simulated test conditions and parametric variations as indicated in the section Procedure under Test Conditions. The flow number was 4.8, and the spray angle was 75° ± 5°. The Sauter mean diameter (SMD) was estimated to be 100 micrometers, as shown in table II.

**Duplex fuel injector.**—The duplex injector uses pressure atomization and spin slots to break up the fuel. A variable-area effect is achieved by using two coaxial simplex injectors within the same envelope. The primary flow passage was sized to maintain
Figure 4 - Fuel injector schematic.

(a) Duplex.

(b) Spill flow.

(c) Splash cone.

(d) Impingement.

(e) Air assist.
Figure 5.- Spray characteristics of selected fuel injectors.
Figure 5. - Concluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel injector</th>
<th>Flow number, $\frac{W_f}{\Delta p^{1/2}}$</th>
<th>Estimated drop size, SMD</th>
<th>Spray angle, deg</th>
<th>Patternation, b, percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplex</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>a100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.9 43.8 23.2 12.6 12.3 15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7.9 43.8 23.2 12.6 12.3 15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.7 13.0 6.8 7.3 3.8 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spill flow</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>100 - 75</td>
<td>90 - 120</td>
<td>9.1 5.7 2.3 4.4 7.0 11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>50 - 130</td>
<td>50 - 130</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splash cone</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>150 - 350</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>23.6 24.6 54.7 75.7 54.3 19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impingement</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>22.5 20.6 28.9 16.1 21.4 32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air assist</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>a50 - 75</td>
<td>50 - 130</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCalculated (ref. 7).
bUniformity of the injector spray pattern measured by use of a six-segment patternator. The flow into each 60° segment is collected in a glass tube until one is filled. The reading is obtained by measuring the percentage difference of each tube from the filled tube. (An empty tube is indicated by a high percentage reading.) The listed results were obtained from the average of the 18 injectors. The duplex and spill-flow values were obtained at a fuel pressure of 300 psia and the splash and impingement values of 50 psia.
pressure in order to ensure atomization at the minimum flow rate; the secondary passage was large enough to limit the maximum pressure to a reasonable value. A cross-sectional view of this injector is shown in figure 4(a).

The flow number of the smaller orifice is 0.67 and that of the larger is 2.38. At the cut-in point of the secondary spray the Sauter mean diameter was 130 micrometers. At high flows the spray SMD was of the order of 75 micrometers. The spray pattern was a well-defined hollow cone with a cone angle of about 60° from the primary and increasing to 75° at high secondary pressure, as shown in figures 5(a) and (b). Some problems were encountered with maintaining the desired primary spray angle and a uniform pattern—probably because the small size exaggerated the effect of any orifice imperfections. Patterntator readings are shown and defined in table II.

**Spill-flow return injector.**—The spill-flow return injector is a pressure-atomizing type that uses spin slots to achieve a tangential fuel velocity in the single discharge orifice. It is in effect a variable-area injector because the incorporation of a spill port allows fuel to be returned from the spin chamber. This spill flow reduces the apparent flow area of the spin slots so that the fuel supply pressure can be maintained high enough for good atomization and spray characteristics. A cross-sectional view of the injector is shown in figure 4(b).

The flow number for the spill-flow return injector was 3.1 with maximum spill flow. The Sauter mean diameter was approximately 100 micrometers throughout most of the flow range and decreased to about 75 micrometers at the maximum flow point. The spray angle was a well-defined hollow cone with an included angle of about 90° that increased to 120° as the spill-flow valve was opened, as shown in figures 5(c) and (d). The increase in cone angle with spill flow was expected and was caused by the apparent reduction of spin-slot flow area. The patterntator readings were relatively uniform over the spill-flow range; however, when the spill flow was reduced to zero, the pattern deteriorated.

The injectors were easily assembled and produced good consistency with few brazing problems. Of the four injectors specially built for this study the spill-flow injector had the lowest manufacturing cost.

**Fan spray pressure-atomizing injector.**—The fan-spray injector was obtained from a manufacturer of small gas turbine engines and was included to determine the effect of a fan rather than a hollow cone spray. Flow rates were similar to those for the selected injectors so that a well-developed spray was obtained.

**Splash-cone injector.**—The splash-cone injector was selected on the basis of mechanical simplicity, large flow passages, and low fuel pressure requirements. This concept has shown promising potential as applied to large, high-pressure combustors (ref. 3). The injector is an air-blast type that uses simple orifices to distribute low-pressure fuel into an airstream with subsequent atomization by a blast of swirling air. The splash cone consists of a concave surface around a central fuel tube. The
tube has four radial jets impinging on the concave surface to deliver a uniform sheet of fuel into the airstream. A cross-sectional view of the injector is shown in figure 4(c).

The flow number for the splash-cone injector is 6.4. The atomization characteristics of the splash cone were very difficult to determine except by direct observation. Problems were caused by the need to contain the fuel in the visual-flow test stand. The cone angle ranged to 200° over most of the operating range, with four dense areas located radially from each orifice (figs. 5(e) and (f)). Thus all determinations of Sauter mean diameter and cone angle were distorted. Mean drop size ranged over 150 micrometers with patternator readings from 70 to 80 percent. At low fuel pressure the Sauter mean diameter increased to 350 micrometers, and patternator readings deviated by as much as 100 percent.

Based on Sauter mean diameter, cone angle, and patternator reading the splash cone was the poorest of the special injectors fabricated for this program. However, the splash-cone injectors had the least variation of flow between individual nozzles in an injector configuration.

*Impingement injector.*—This design of the impingement injector was based on unpublished data obtained in the high-pressure test rig of reference 3, which indicated that impinging jets can be effective in the breakup of fuel into droplets. Multiple injection points should improve emission characteristics because they promote more rapid mixing. The impinging jets were located in a swirling airstream to improve atomization and to assist in flame stabilization. In this configuration the fuel is delivered through three sets of two opposing tubes aimed at each other. The impinging jets are sprayed out as flat sheets around each of the three tube sets. The swirling air then shatters these sheets. A cross-sectional view of the injector is shown in figure 4(d).

The flow number for the impingement injector is 4.2. The multitube injector has atomization characteristics rather similar to those of the splash-cone injector. The cone angle was in excess of 200° as shown in figures 5(g) and (h). The Sauter mean diameter was about 120 micrometers, and the patternator readings were of the order of 30 percent. The spray was divided into three separate areas located radially outward from each of the tube sets.

The impingement injectors were the most difficult to fabricate. Every stage of the manufacture was beset by problems. The final set had the largest variation in individual flow rates of any of the injectors fabricated.

*Air-assist injector.*—The air-assist injector was used in one of the early contractual programs of the 1960’s to investigate multiple burning zones. The individual swirl components were obtained and assembled in a fuel strut that was compatible with test rig requirements. The injector has a flow number of 2.2. A redesign of the injector passages for this program was not considered because the flow range required for simulated engine operation could be covered. However, some parametric comparisons are limited. The injector was operated with an external nitrogen supply to simulate the required air-assist feature of the injector. Without air assist the Sauter mean diameter of the injector was estimated to be 50 to 75 micrometers. A cross-sectional view of the injector is shown in figure 4(e).

**Combustor Model Designation**

The basic combustor build was designated as model A. The combustor model, the fuel injector type, and the number of fuel injectors were each designated by a code. For example, model A-S-18 refers to combustor geometry A, the S refers to simplex injectors, and 18 refers to the number of injectors. Each test configuration is described in table III. The reverse-flow combustor was evaluated with 6, 9, 12, or 18 evenly spaced fuel injectors except for model A-SC-4, which used four adjacent splash-cone injectors. To maintain symmetry, two different faceplates were fabricated: one with provision for 18 injectors, and the other with provision for 12 injectors. To halve the number of injectors, the fuel supply to every other injector was shut off. A third faceplate was also fabricated for testing the fan-spray injector designated as model A-FS-9. In this fan-spray faceplate the swirlers were eliminated and provision was made for nine injectors. The same liner geometry was used in all configurations.

**Instrumentation**

The combustor instrumentation stations are shown in figure 7. Five total pressure probes, two static pressure taps, and five Chromel-Alumel thermocouples were located at station 2 to measure the inlet temperature and pressure. A series of 18 total pressure probes were installed at station 3 to determine the inlet air profile and the extent of any flow disturbance behind the struts that support the centerbody diffuser. Six pitot-static probes were positioned at station 4 in the cold-air passages between the combustor liner and the combustor housing to determine passage velocity and distribution. Outlet temperature and pressure measurements were obtained at station 5. Twelve evenly spaced rakes each with five Chromel-Alumel thermocouples spaced on centers of equal area were used to determine outlet temperature distribution, and five total pressure probes evenly spaced on the circumference and two static pressure taps were used
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Number and type of injector</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-S-18</td>
<td>18 Simplex pressure atomizing</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-S-9</td>
<td>9 Simplex pressure atomizing</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-S-12</td>
<td>12 Simplex pressure atomizing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-S-6</td>
<td>6 Simplex pressure atomizing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-D-18</td>
<td>18 Duplex pressure atomizing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-D-9</td>
<td>9 Duplex pressure atomizing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SF-18</td>
<td>18 Spill-flow return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SF-9</td>
<td>9 Spill-flow return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-FS-18</td>
<td>18 Fan-spray pressure atomizing</td>
<td>18-Injector symmetry faceplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-FS-9</td>
<td>9 Fan-spray pressure atomizing</td>
<td>Special 9-injector-symmetry faceplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SC-18</td>
<td>18 Splash-cone air blast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SC-9</td>
<td>9 Splash-cone air blast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SC-4</td>
<td>4 Splash-cone air blast</td>
<td>4 Adjacent injectors in 18-injector-symmetry faceplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-1-18</td>
<td>18 Impingement air blast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-AA-18</td>
<td>18 Air assist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-AA-9</td>
<td>9 Air assist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** - Research instrumentation.
for pressure measurements. Four gas sample probes evenly spaced on the circumference were also located at station 5.

Procedure

Test Conditions

The experimental reverse-flow combustor was operated at test conditions based on a gas turbine engine cycle with a compressor pressure ratio of 16. The test conditions simulated in this study are given in Table IV.

Data were obtained at combustor inlet conditions simulating sea-level takeoff, cruise, and idle. Data were obtained over a range of fuel-air ratios from about 0.008 to 0.016. However, because of thermocouple limitations the overall fuel-air ratio was limited to approximately 0.014 at sea-level takeoff. At the idle condition the fuel-air ratio was 0.008. The simulated combustor test conditions are based on a reference velocity of 5.49 m/sec. Parametric variations in velocity of 5.49, 7.32, and 9.14 m/sec were also obtained during the experimental testing. The reference velocity quoted is based on the assumption of unidirectional total mass flow and on the maximum cross-sectional area of the housing before the reverse turn, as shown in Figure 2(a). The combustor was also operated at simulated reduced power at a constant fuel-air ratio of 0.014. For the reduced-power conditions a pressure level lower than cruise was selected, and the corresponding inlet temperature was calculated by using a compressor efficiency of 80 percent. Also presented in Table IV are the simulated compressor pressure ratios. These ratios as presented are referenced to sea-level pressure. Jet A fuel was used in the tests.

Emission Measurements

Exhaust gas samples were obtained according to the procedures recommended in references 4 and 5. Exhaust gases were withdrawn through four air-cooled stationary probes mounted approximately in the stator plane and in the center of the exhaust duct at station 5 (fig. 7). Concentrations of oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and unburned hydrocarbons were determined with the gas analysis system described in reference 3. The gas sample temperature was held at approximately 423 K in the electrically heated sampling line. Most of the gas sample entered the analyzer oven; the excess flow was bypassed to the exhaust system. To prevent fuel accumulation in the sample line, a nitrogen purge was used just before and during combustor ignition.

After passing through the analyzer oven, the gas sample was divided into three parts and each part was analyzed. Concentrations of oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbons were measured by the chemiluminescence, nondispersed-infrared, and flame-ionization methods, respectively.

Gas samples used to determine oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide were passed through a refrigerated dryer and analyzed on a dry basis. Readings of oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide were then corrected so that they could be reported on a wet basis, as were those for unburned hydrocarbons.

Fuel-air ratios calculated from a carbon balance of the gas sample data agreed to within 10 percent with values obtained from fuel-flow and airflow measurements. The combustion efficiency data presented in this report were based on stoichiometry determined by gas analysis.

### Table IV. - Reverse-Flow-Combustor Test Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>Total airflow</th>
<th>Inlet pressure</th>
<th>Inlet temperature</th>
<th>Reference velocity</th>
<th>Simulated compressor pressure ratio</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kg/sec</td>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>psia</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>°F</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8 - Combustion efficiency obtained with reverse-flow combustor operating with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with jet A fuel and nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.094.
Results and Discussion

The following data were obtained by using the reverse-flow combustor to investigate the effect of fuel injector configuration on combustor performance and emissions. Data were obtained for simulated inlet conditions typical of a 16:1-pressure-ratio turbine engine. The simulated-flight and low-power conditions are tabulated in table IV. The outlet temperature level was limited to approximately 1350 K because of instrumentation constraints. The combustor was operated with 18 or 9 evenly spaced fuel injectors for most of the tests. Data are compared with the simplex injector results presented in reference 2. Three configurations in addition to the 18- and 9-injector spacings were also tested: (1) a 12- or 6-injector symmetry with the simplex injector, (2) a 9-injector symmetry without swirlers with the fan injector, and (3) a 4-injector cluster with splash cones. The performance and emissions data are presented in figures 8 to 15 for the simulated test conditions and Jet A fuel.

Performance

Combustion efficiency. — Combustion efficiency data are presented in figure 8 for the experimental models (described in table III) for the simulated-flight and reduced-power conditions shown in table IV. At simulated-flight conditions A, B, and C the combustion efficiency was greater than 99 percent for all types of fuel injectors. At the low-power conditions, however, efficiency decreased as the operating pressure was reduced. All injectors except the splash-cone model A-SC-18 were able to sustain combustion at an operating pressure of 4.1 atmospheres. The idle test condition D corresponds to a pressure ratio of 4 and a fuel-air ratio of 0.008. Idle test condition D could not be achieved with the 12- or 6-injector symmetry simplex, the 18- or 9injector symmetry splash cone, or the 18-injector symmetry impingement fuel injector configurations, (i.e., combustor models A-S-12, A-S-6, A-SC-18, A-SC-9, and A-I-18, respectively).

The combustor configurations were also operated with increased airflow loading (increased reference velocity). A parametric variation of increased mass flow rate corresponding to increases in reference velocity from 5.5 m/sec to 7.32 or 9.14 m/sec had no appreciable effect on combustor efficiency.

Pressure loss. — The reverse-flow combustor pressure loss data are shown in figure 9. Data are presented for models A-D-18 and A-SF-18. Since the basic geometry remained unchanged throughout the experiment, the pressure losses reported are representative of all configurations. The total pressure loss for the design mass loading at a reference velocity of 5.5 m/sec (diffuser inlet Mach number, 0.054) was about 1.3 percent. (With heat addition the pressure loss increased by approximately 0.4 percent.) A 67 percent increase in reference velocity increased the pressure loss to about 3.5 percent.

Outlet temperature distribution. — The data obtained for the pattern factor are shown in figure 10. Over the simulated flight conditions most of the injectors could be operated within a pattern factor range of 0.2 to 0.3. At the lower power conditions degradation of the pattern factor occurred. At idle, only the spill-flow configuration still operated with a 0.27 pattern factor; the other injectors produced pattern factors upward of 0.5. For all configurations operation with nine injectors degraded the pattern factor.

The effect on pattern factor of a parametric increase in reference velocity is presented in table V. In general no specific trends were observed with increased reference velocity. The pressure-atomizing and air-assist injectors produced somewhat erratic values, and the air-blast injectors (splash-cone model A-SC-18 and impingement model A-I-18) produced uniformly low pattern factors as the reference velocity was increased.

Typical radial profile data are shown in figure 11 for simulated takeoff conditions. Included in the figure are typical profiles based on consideration of fatigue, creep, and erosion of the turbine blades. In general the average circumferential root and tip temperatures were low, and the midspan temperatures were satisfactory.

Emissions

Unburned hydrocarbons. — The emission index data for unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) are shown in figure 12. Comparing the injector configurations
Figure 10. Outlet pattern factor obtained with reverse-flow combustor operating with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with Jet A fuel at nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.014.
TABLE V. - EFFECT OF PARAMETRIC VARIATION OF COMBUSTOR REFERENCE VELOCITY ON PATTERN FACTOR, EMISSIONS OF NITROGEN OXIDES, AND SMOKE NUMBER

[Nominal fuel-air ratio, 0.014.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel injector type and model</th>
<th>Reference velocity, a m/sec</th>
<th>Inlet pressure, kPa</th>
<th>Inlet temperature, K</th>
<th>Pattern factor</th>
<th>Oxides of nitrogen, g/kg of fuel</th>
<th>Smoke number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplex, b model A-S-18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex, model A-S-12</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex, model A-D-18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spill return, model A-SF-18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splash cone, model A-SC-18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impingement, model A-I-18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-assist, c model A-AA-18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aReference velocity based on maximum cross-sectional area of housing (fig. 2).
*bRef. 2.
*cAir-assist to combustor pressure ratio, 1.2.
Figure 11. Outlet radial profile for simulated sea-level takeoff inlet conditions for various fuel injectors at nominal fuel-air ratios of 0.04.

(a) Simplex fuel injectors.
(b) Duplex fuel injectors.
(c) Spill-flow fuel injectors.
(d) Fan-spray fuel injectors.
(e) Splash-cone fuel injectors.
(f) Impingement fuel injector (model A-I-18).
(g) Air-assist fuel injectors.
Figure 12. - Emission index of unburned hydrocarbons with reverse-flow combustor operating with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with Jet A fuel and nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.014.
shown in figures 12(b) to (g) at the simulated flight condition showed that the emission index for hydrocarbons was less than 1 gram per kilogram (g/kg) of fuel except that for the fan-spray injector, which was higher. At the low-power conditions the emission levels remained relatively low until some critical pressure level was reached, at which point a rapid increase in unburned hydrocarbon emissions occurred. In general, differences in the unburned hydrocarbon emission index were apparent at test condition F (6.8 atm). At higher reference velocities UHC emissions were lower.

**Carbon monoxide.**—The emission index data for carbon monoxide (CO) are shown in figure 13. At the simulated flight conditions the emission index for carbon monoxide was low (less than 2 g/kg of fuel) except that for the fan-spray injector, which was about 35 with model A-FS-18 and 3 with model A-FS-9. At the low-power conditions a gradual increase in carbon monoxide was experienced. Carbon monoxide indications were limited when the saturation level of the instrumentation was exceeded with combustor models A-D-18, A-SC-18, A-SC-9, and A-AA-18 at test condition H. At higher reference velocities CO emissions were lower.

**Oxides of nitrogen.**—The emission index data for the oxides of nitrogen (NOₓ) are shown in figure 14 over a range of test conditions. At the simulated sea-level takeoff condition (test condition C; pressure, 16 atm) the emission index was relatively high and of the order of 13 to 18 g/kg fuel for most of the fuel injectors except the air-assist configuration, which was about 7.8 g/kg of fuel at an air-assist to combustor pressure ratio of 1.1, and the fan spray, which was low because of poor combustion characteristics. Increasing the combustor reference velocity decreased the NOₓ levels for all injectors tested (table V).

**Smoke number.**—Smoke number data are presented in figure 15 over a limited range of test conditions. A relatively wide range of smoke numbers was obtained. Smoke numbers from 43 to 38 were obtained with models A-D-18, A-SF-18, and A-AA-18 and numbers of about 20 with models A-S-12, A-SC-18, and A-I-18 at the simulated takeoff condition (test condition C).

Increasing the combustor reference velocity to 9.1 m/s in general decreased the smoke number reading for all injectors. A peaking of the smoke number at a reference velocity of 7.3 m/s was observed for models A-SF-18, A-SC-18, and A-I-18 (table V).

**Comparison of Performance and Emissions With Fuel Injector Type**

The comparisons of the performance and emissions data include the baseline data from reference 2, in which the reverse-flow combustor was operated with simplex fuel injectors in 18-injector (model A-S-18) and 9-injector (model A-S-9) symmetry. The combustion efficiency achieved with each fuel injector at reduced-power levels is presented in figure 16 for test conditions F, G, H, and D as defined in table IV. Four levels of inlet pressure, corresponding to 6.8, 5.1, and 4.1 atmospheres and idle, are represented. At the higher operating pressures differences in performance levels were not readily apparent between different fuel injector types.

A summary of the pattern factor at cruise and idle (test conditions A and D, respectively) is presented in figure 17. In general the pattern factors at cruise (test condition A) and at takeoff (test condition C) were similar; therefore, since it was not always possible to obtain the required fuel flow with only nine injectors, comparison at cruise is presented for consistency.

The emissions index levels of UHC, CO, NOₓ, and smoke are summarized for each injector configuration in figure 18 for the two simulated flight conditions of takeoff and cruise (test conditions C and A, respectively). In figure 19 the emissions levels of UHC, CO, and NOₓ are summarized for each injector configuration at the lower power conditions and idle (test conditions F, G, H, and D, respectively).

The combustor performance and emissions characteristics are compared for each injector.

**Effect of simplex injector spacing (models A-S-18, A-S-9, A-S-12, and A-S-6).**—As previously discussed in reference 2 and summarized in figure 16, operation with 18 injector model A-S-18 showed a marked deterioration in combustion efficiency as the operating pressure was reduced. The reduction in efficiency and stability was presumed to be due to the deterioration of the fuel spray at low injection pressure. Reducing the number of injectors resulted in a higher fuel pressure for each injector accompanied by improved spray characteristics and increased combustion efficiency. Reducing the number of injectors, however, caused an increase in the pattern factor, as shown in figure 17.

To investigate further the effect of fuel injector spacing, a new combustor faceplate was installed to accommodate 12 symmetrically spaced fuel injectors; it was designated model A-S-12. Compressor models A-S-18 and A-S-12 are similar except for fuel injector spacing. Compressor models A-S-9 and A-S-6 are similar to A-S-18 and A-S-12, respectively, except that the fuel source is cut off from every other injector. Consequently models A-S-9 and A-S-6 are not directly comparable to models A-S-18 and A-S-12 since the inlet air swirlers concentric with the injector were not blocked and this resulted in a rich-lean sequence for models A-S-9 and A-S-6.
Figure 13. - Emission index of carbon monoxide with reverse-flow combustor operating with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with Jet A fuel and a nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.094.
Figure 14—Emission index of oxides of nitrogen with reverse-flow combustor operating with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with Jet A fuel and a nominal fuel-air ratio of 6.014.
Figure 15. Smoke number obtained with reverse-flow combustor operating with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with Jet A fuel and a nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.014.
Figure 16. Summary of combustor efficiency data with various fuel injectors at simulated gas turbine conditions with Jet A fuel and a nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.014.
Combustor model A-S-12 demonstrated improved combustor efficiency at low power; however, idle (test condition E) was still unobtainable because of a blowout. Reducing the number of symmetrically spaced injectors to six (model A-S-6) also resulted in blowout at the idle conditions, but the efficiency at low power was further improved.

Idle was not obtainable with model A-S-6 (six injectors); however, relatively high combustion efficiency was obtained at idle with model A-S-9 (nine injectors). As shown in reference 2 for model A-S-9 the combustor efficiency was very sensitive to fuel-air ratio, dropping sharply at reduced fuel flows. It is not surprising that injector spacing under critical operating conditions could have an appreciable influence and be the prime factor in blowout at idle with model A-S-6. The combustion efficiency of the simplex injectors at low power levels is summarized in figure 20. At the lower power conditions it is evident that improved spray characteristics (i.e., fewer injectors and constant total fuel flow) will generally improve efficiency. However, as noted with model A-S-6 stability is eventually affected as the spacing between injectors exceeds the ability of the fuel-air mixture to provide a self-sustained burning zone.

Pattern factor is also an important parameter in the evaluation of fuel injector performance. At takeoff (test condition C) the pattern factor was 0.21 with model A-S-18 (18 injectors) and 0.38 with model A-S-12 (12 injectors), an indication of the deterioration in fuel distribution. Consequently for the fuel injector screening program it was elected to operate the combustor with 18 injectors and to conduct limited tests at lower power levels with only half the injectors in operation.

The effect of fuel injector spacing was also reflected in emissions. The simplex fuel injector model A-S-12 produced relatively high UHC and CO emissions at takeoff (test condition C); model A-S-18 produced minimal UHC and CO emissions, as summarized previously in figure 18. Since the fuel spray is fully developed at this condition with both models, the rather high UHC and CO emissions
Figure 18. - Summary of emissions data with various fuel injectors at sea-level takeoff and cruise inlet conditions with Jet A fuel and a nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.014.
Figure 19. — Summary of emissions data with various fuel injectors at simulated low-power conditions (nominal fuel-air ratio, 0.014) and at idle with Jet A fuel.
Figure 19. - Concluded.
indicate that quenching was probably occurring between fuel injectors. This is also evident at cruise (fig. 18(b)). Although the CO level was somewhat higher for model A-S-18, the UHC level was considerably higher for model A-S-12 and would account for the combustion efficiency being lower with model A-S-12 than with A-S-18. At the lower power conditions the effect of fuel injector spray characteristics became dominant as previously discussed (fig. 20). The liner geometry air-entry pattern was established on a 36-injector symmetry to allow for repetitive patterns when operated with 6, 9, 12, or 18 injectors. Consequently a steeper gradient exists between the circumferential lean and rich zones with fewer injectors. A slightly higher NO\textsubscript{X} emission level was also noted with model A-S-12 than with A-S-18. The smoke produced with models A-S-18 and A-S-12 was moderate, as summarized in figure 18.

**Duplex injector models A-D-18 and A-D-9.** A duplex fuel injector improves the spray pattern at low fuel flows by diverting the flow to a smaller orifice for improved atomization. The 18 duplex-injector configuration operated at a higher combustion efficiency than the fixed-orifice model A-S-18, as summarized in figure 16. The efficiency level was 78 percent at 4.1 atmospheres, and at the idle fuel-air ratio of 0.008 (test condition D) the efficiency was reduced to 50 percent. The simplex configuration was inoperable at both of these conditions. With nine injectors (model A-D-9) the combustion efficiency was lower with the duplex than with the simplex.

The pattern factor of 0.22 with duplex injector model A-D-18 was satisfactory at cruise (test condition A), and with only half the injectors the pattern factor increased to 0.36, as summarized in figure 17. As the fuel flow was reduced to represent idle, the pattern factor more than doubled for each of the combustor configurations.

It would have been expected that the combustion efficiency level and the pattern factor would have been somewhat better at idle with the duplex injector. Apparently a well-defined spray could not be obtained with the primary orifice. A poor primary spray could have caused problems. That is, interference with the high-flow spray could have resulted in the reduced combustion efficiency experienced. The potential gains inherent with this technique were not achieved in the program. The difficulty was probably due to the fabrication of the primary orifice and the associated small passages, which also resulted in a rather poor pattern factor, as indicated in table II.

The relatively poor performance with the duplex injectors was also reflected in emissions, as summarized in figures 18 and 19. The emissions characteristics of UHC and CO were similar to the results obtained with the simplex injector configuration. Since both injector types are pressure atomizing, this would be considered reasonable. At takeoff (test condition C) NO\textsubscript{X} emissions levels with the simplex and duplex injectors were similar; however, at cruise and reduced-power levels the NO\textsubscript{X} emissions were considerably lower with the duplex injector. In general, improvement in NO\textsubscript{X} with a two-injector site for the same fuel flow should result in a more uniform spatial fuel distribution and hence a lower NO\textsubscript{X} emission level. At cruise the NO\textsubscript{X} emission index was 5 g/kg of fuel for model A-D-18 and 12 g/kg of fuel for model A-S-18.

The smoke number was much higher with the duplex than with the similar configuration with simplex injectors, as shown in figure 18. At cruise the smoke number was 42 with model A-D-18 and 14 with model A-S-18. This increase in smoke, however, can be also attributed to the richer core inherent with the duplex configuration.

**Spill-flow fuel injector models A-SF-18 and A-SF-9.** The spill-flow injector was selected to provide good spray characteristics at low fuel flows. The spray is maintained by admitting excessive fuel to the spin chamber in order to maintain the pressure required for atomization and spray characteristics.
and then bypassing the excess fuel back to the fuel supply. In this manner operating characteristics can be selected to provide a constant fuel pressure over a wide range of fuel flows. As shown in figure 16 a relatively high level of combustion efficiency can be maintained at low-power conditions. An efficiency level of 92 percent was obtained at idle with 18 injectors, and reducing the number to nine resulted in only slight improvement.

The pattern factor with the spill-flow injector (model A-SF-18) was relatively uniform over the entire test range. At cruise (test condition A) a pattern factor of 0.22 was obtained. Even as the fuel flow was reduced to the idle condition the pattern factor did not deteriorate appreciably, and a pattern factor of 0.28 was obtained. With the nine-injector configuration (model A-SF-9) pattern factors from 0.8 to 0.96 were noted. The relative uniform temperature distribution over the operating range is attributed to the improved spray characteristics of the injector design for low fuel flows. The magnitude of the poorer temperature distribution with model A-SF-9 as indicated by the pattern factor was somewhat surprising but can in part be attributed to insufficient fuel injector density.

The spill-flow injector can be operated over a fairly wide range of spin chamber pressures for a constant-output fuel flow. However, the combustion efficiency and the pattern factor were relatively insensitive to spin chamber pressure level. As reflected by high efficiency levels with the spill-flow injector (model A-SF-18) UHC and CO emissions were low, as summarized in figures 18 and 19. The NOx emissions with the spill-flow injector were higher at takeoff (test condition C) than those for the simplex injector (i.e., 16.4 g/kg of fuel as compared with 10 g/kg of fuel). Comparing models A-S-9 and A-SF-9 at the lower power conditions shows that NOx emissions were somewhat less with the spill-flow injector than those obtained with the simplex injector; at idle the index was 2.8 g/kg of fuel with the spill-flow injector and 4 g/kg of fuel with the simplex injector. The lower NOx at idle is probably due to the larger spray angle and smaller droplet size resulting in improved mixing.

The emissions levels were dependent on the fuel injection chamber pressure. The effect on CO and NOx emissions at the simulated cruise values of pressure and temperature are shown for a range of fuel manifold pressures for several values of fuel-air ratio in figure 21 for model A-SF-18.

The CO emission index doubled from about 17.5 g/kg to 35 g/kg of fuel as the fuel manifold pressure was increased from 1379 kPa to 2069 kPa differential for a fuel-air ratio of 0.01. The CO emission index also doubled from about 3 g/kg to 6 g/kg of fuel for a fuel-air ratio of 0.014 as shown in figure 21(a) for cruise inlet temperature and pressure (test condition A). The characteristic trade-off between CO and NOx was evident in the NOx emission index in that NOx was reduced as fuel manifold pressure was increased. However, the NOx emission index was not dramatically reduced at the higher fuel flows (13.4 g/kg to 12 g/kg of fuel at a fuel-air ratio of 0.14, fig. 21(b)).

The emissions levels obtained with the spill-flow injector indicate that an optimum operating curve can be selected for minimum emissions at low fuel flows and that it may be unnecessary to regulate spin-chamber pressure at the higher fuel requirements.

The smoke levels obtained with spill-flow injector model A-SF-18 were rather high (33 at takeoff and 24 at cruise). There was also a tendency for the injector to coke. Coking was first noted after operation at
low-power conditions. The comparatively large amount of fuel directed through the injector body probably lowered fuel and metal temperatures and this could have influenced coking. A protective shield could probably be used to wash the surface of the injector with a small amount of combustion air to prevent carbon buildup. In this program, however, the outlet temperature distribution was not affected by coke buildup distorting the fuel spray, as reflected in the observed pattern factor.

**Fan-spray fuel injector models A-FS-18 and A-FS-9.** The fan-spray fuel injector as installed in the reference configuration (model A-SF-18) performed poorly at simulated-cruise and low-power conditions. These injectors were designed for a different type of combustor configuration and did not function well with the swirl-stabilized configuration.

It was anticipated that the combustor faceplate should be modified for a fan-spray injection system. Consequently one modification was tested with a redesigned faceplate and designated as model A-FS-9. In this configuration the inlet swirlers were omitted. Provision was made for nine symmetrically spaced injectors in order to take advantage of the potential reduction in fuel system complexity inherent with this injector design. As shown in figure 16 the stability and combustion efficiency were greatly improved at all test conditions, and at idle (test condition D) an efficiency level of 96.5 percent was achieved.

The pattern factor obtained with model 9 was unsatisfactory, as shown in figure 17. With a direct substitution of the fuel injectors in the reference combustor, pattern factors of 0.93 to 3.36 were experienced. With the modified faceplate (model A-FS-9) the pattern factor was reduced to 0.8 at cruise (test condition A) and to 0.7 at idle (test condition D). The combustor liner geometry was fixed for all tests in this program and did not account for a radical change in the fuel injection pattern. It would be expected that improvements in pattern factor could be achieved by considering the unique capabilities and requirements of the fan-spray system in designing the liner.

The emissions levels of model A-FS-18 were very high because of the poor combustion efficiency. With model A-FS-9 a marked improvement was achieved through the redesign of the fuel injector faceplate, as summarized in figure 19(d). A UHC emission index of 22 g/kg of fuel and a CO emission index of 79 g/kg of fuel were obtained at the idle condition. The NOx emission index was about 6 g/kg of fuel at idle, which was higher than that for any other injector tested. The high level of NOx indicates that some additional combustion air should have been admitted in the primary zone. The potential of the fan-spray injector in meeting performance requirements with low emission levels appears to be very good, provided allowance is made for air introduction and mixing.

**Splash-cone fuel injector models A-SC-18, A-SC-9, and A-SC-4.** The splash cone is an air-blast type of injector that uses the momentum of the incoming air to aid atomization. The injector was adapted from a configuration used in an experimental combustor reported in reference 3. Combustor model A-SC-18 operated with essentially 100 percent efficiency at high pressure. However, at reduced power levels a marked deterioration in performance was evident, as shown in the summary figure 16. At 4.1 atmospheres (test condition H) combustion could not be maintained. With model A-SC-9 operation at 4.1 atmospheres was improved somewhat, but idle (test condition D) could not be operated because of a blowout.

For this configuration one additional fuel injector grouping was also tested (model A-SC-4). Four adjacent injectors were manifolded together to improve the local burning zone and to aid in a more uniform fuel distribution to each injector while keeping injector spacing constant. With this arrangement a combustion efficiency of 98 percent was achieved at the idle condition (test condition D), as shown in figure 16.

The pattern factor obtained with the splash-cone fuel injectors was very good, as summarized in figure 17. At cruise (test condition A) with model A-SC-18 a pattern factor of 0.17 was obtained.

The high combustion efficiency and low pattern factor achieved with this injector system were somewhat surprising. Based on the Sauter mean diameter and the pattern factor, as discussed in the section Fuel Injectors, the splash cone was one of the poorest documented (i.e., Sauter mean diameter to 350 μm and patternator reading deviation to almost 100 percent). At the low fuel flows the pressure drop across the injector was only of the order of 3 kPa. As noted by the drop in combustion efficiency the injector would not function below a minimal fuel flow. However, once this critical flow was exceeded, the characteristics of the system were favorable over the entire range investigated.

The emissions index levels of the splash cone were among the best for the injectors tested. At the takeoff condition with model A-SC-18 the UHC emission index was essentially zero, the CO emission index was 1.6 g/kg of fuel, the NOx emission index was about 13 g/kg of fuel, and the smoke number was about 15 (dropping to 2 at the cruise condition), as summarized in figures 18 and 19. The major problem as previously noted with this injector scheme was lack of stability at low fuel flows, but this deficiency could be eliminated by fuel
manifolding. With model A-SC-4 at idle the UHC emission index was 9 g/kg of fuel, the CO emission index was 68 g/kg of fuel, and the resulting NOX emission index was 2.4 g/kg of fuel. The technique employed to improve efficiency at low power could possibly be adapted to a flight engine without severely jeopardizing reliability or increasing complexity or cost.

The splash-cone injectors were subject to some coking on the back side of the injector cone. As previously noted this injector was adapted from a high-pressure, full-scale combustor (ref. 3). This report also indicated that coking was a problem in the original concept, however, it was shown that it was possible to contour the injector to prevent carbon buildup (ref. 6). It would not seem unreasonable that a similar technique could be used to prevent coking with the model A-SC-18 splash-cone injector. It may also be possible to improve the performance and extend the operating range with 18 injectors by investigating size, number of orifices, air-blast vortex intensity, and the quantity of air used for the air-blast system.

**Fuel-impingement fuel injector model A-I-18.**—The fuel-impingement injectors used in these tests direct three sets of opposing fuel jets toward each other in an air-blast stream. The combustion efficiency was relatively high over the operating range, as shown in the summary figure 16. At the low-power test condition H the efficiency was 92.5 percent, but as the fuel flow was reduced to idle, blowout occurred. The combustor was not operated in the nine-injector configuration. The pattern factor for model A-I-18 at cruise (test condition A) was 0.27, as indicated in figure 17.

The emissions characteristics of the fuel-impingement injector at the takeoff condition were quite low, a sign of high efficiency, as summarized in figures 18 and 19. The NOX level was somewhat greater than that of many injectors (emission index, 15 g/kg of fuel). The smoke number was 25 at takeoff and dropped to 12.5 at the cruise condition.

The particular technique investigated with this injector was to provide two opposing fuel streams for impingement. In this case three sets of impinging tubes were selected to more widely disperse the fuel. The fuel flow in each tube was intended to provide cooling in order to prevent burning of the injector. In this configuration the injector tip coked because it was too cool. Observation of the injector after operation showed that the coke either broke off or burned off, and thus large chunks did not accumulate. Even so, coking is undesirable. However, because of the demonstrated high performance, simplicity in design, and low emissions of the impinging jet principle, additional effort may be warranted in its further application.

Air-assist fuel injector models A-AA-18 and A-AA-9.—The air-assist injector was not specifically designed for this application; however, the fuel flow range was compatible with the reverse-flow combustor requirements. Air assist is expressed as the ratio of the pressure in the injector to the pressure in the combustor. Pressure ratios from 1.0 to 1.2 were investigated. Combustion efficiency data, as summarized in figure 16, are presented for a ratio of 1.1. The combustion efficiency of model A-AA-18 at 4.1 atmospheres (test condition H) was 94 percent. As the fuel flow was reduced to represent idle (test condition D), the efficiency dropped to 75 percent. For combustor model A-AA-9 an efficiency of 88 percent was obtained at idle.

In general the effect of air-assist pressure ratio on combustion efficiency was insignificant except at the lower power conditions. The combustion efficiencies at idle conditions for combustor model A-AA-18 were 68, 80, and 75 percent for air-assist pressure ratios of 1.2, 1.1, and 1.05, respectively.

The pattern factors for the air-assist injectors with combustor models A-AA-18 and A-AA-9 were 0.30 and 0.38, respectively, at cruise (test condition A), as summarized in figure 17. At idle (test condition D) the pattern factor increased to 0.52 for model A-AA-18 and to 0.75 for model A-AA-9, an indication of a deterioration in fuel preparation. A relatively strong dependence on the degree of air assist at low power levels was noted. In figure 22 the effect of various degrees of air assist on pattern factor is presented. As shown at the higher operating pressure (i.e., greater than 1014 kPa

![Figure 22. - Effect of air-assist pressure ratio on pattern factor for selected test conditions at nominal fuel-air ratio of 0.014 with model A-AA-18.](image-url)
differential) the degree of air assist did not appreciably affect pattern factor. As the power level was reduced, the pattern factor had a tendency to peak at a pressure ratio of 1.1 and to decrease as the pressure ratio was further increased.

The degree of air assist also influenced the exhaust emissions levels. In figure 23 the effect of various degrees of air-assist pressure ratio on the emission indices of UHC, CO, and NO\textsubscript{x} is presented. As shown in figure 23 increasing the air-assist level at the higher operating pressure did not appreciably affect the UHC or CO level. At low pressure (below 8.6 atm) an appreciable effect on CO was noted. It was not possible to determine if a consistent trend of the CO emission index to peak at a pressure ratio of 1.05 would continue at pressures down to 4.1 atmospheres because the CO meter saturated. The UHC index was relatively unaffected by pressure ratio except at 4.1 atmospheres.

The NO\textsubscript{x} emission index was dramatically affected by air-assist pressure ratio. At the cruise condition the NO\textsubscript{x} emission index was reduced from 14 g/kg of fuel with no air assist to 3.6 g/kg of fuel for a pressure ratio of 1.2. The reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} emission was probably due to improved mixing of the fuel and air. For this series of tests the overall fuel-air ratio was less than 0.016; in comparison the design fuel-air ratio was 0.025 for a stoichiometric primary. If insufficient mixing occurs, locally rich zones produce high NO\textsubscript{x}; more uniform mixing results in a lower equivalence ratio and less NO\textsubscript{x}. The air-assist fuel injector demonstrated the potential for improved mixing of fuel and air. However, it is doubtful that the complexity involved with the air-assist injector would be warranted except for unique applications.

### Concluding Remarks

The reverse-flow combustor geometry for this series was similar for all the injectors tested, so differences in performance can primarily be attributed to injector type. It was shown that even with different injectors fuel-flow range was one of the more important factors influencing performance. To effectively achieve a good fuel spray pattern over a wider fuel-flow range, the number of injectors was varied over the operational range by fuel manifolding. The complexity of fuel manifolding in a practical system could possibly be tolerated if only the idle mode were required. But even for this case not all injector types performed satisfactorily, as demonstrated.

From an overall standpoint the spill-flow return injector performed fairly well without manifolding. The performance at idle (92 percent combustion efficiency) could possibly be increased by means of improved mixing through geometric changes. One problem that arose during testing was excessive coking on the tip of the injector with a high spill flow, caused by extra cooling of the injector body. Provision can probably be made to prevent or alleviate the recirculation of fuel droplets to the cool tip even with the inherent increase in spray angle at low flows.

The air-blast injector as exemplified by the splash-cone configuration performed very well at simulated inlet engine operating conditions. However, performance was seriously affected at low power. By
taking advantage of a fuel manifolding system in which four adjacent injectors supplied the fuel requirements for low power and idle, high performance and low emissions were achieved.

Summary of Results

A reverse-flow combustor suitable for a small gas turbine engine was used to evaluate the effects of fuel injector type and the number density of injectors on combustor performance and emissions. Data were obtained for the following types of injectors: pressure-atomizing, spill-flow, air-blast, and air-assist injectors at pressure and inlet air temperature levels corresponding to simulated idle, cruise, and takeoff conditions of a 16:1-pressure-ratio engine. The outlet temperature was limited to approximately 1350 K because of the instrumentation. The following results were obtained in this screening program:

1. Major differences in combustor performance and emissions characteristics were experienced with each injector even though the aerodynamic configuration was essentially common to all combustor models except for the fan-spray configuration model A-FS-9. Each injector configuration is summarized as follows:
   a. Simplex pressure-atomizing injectors performed well over a limited range, but blowout was encountered at low-power conditions.
   b. Duplex pressure-atomizing injectors maintained combustion at all test conditions, but at reduced power and idle the efficiency was low. As a result the unburned hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide levels were high. The system smoked excessively at simulated cruise and takeoff conditions.
   c. Spill-flow return injectors performed well over the entire range of test conditions. A 92 percent efficiency was achieved at idle with 18 injectors. The outlet temperature profile was quite good and did not deteriorate as the fuel flow was reduced (i.e., pattern factors of 0.22 at cruise and 0.28 at idle). However, the injector produced a relatively smoky exhaust (i.e., a smoke number of 33 at takeoff).
   d. Fan-spray pressure-atomizing injectors were not satisfactory in the reference geometry. A modified combustor faceplate was required. With the modified geometry, high combustion efficiencies were obtained at low power levels. An idle efficiency of 96.5 percent was demonstrated. However, the fan injector produced a rather high pattern factor—an indication of a need for more extensive modification of the combustor geometry.
   e. Splash-cone air-blast injectors performed well over a limited range, but blowout was encountered at low-power conditions. When selective fuel injection manifolding was used to provide for low-power requirements, the splash-cone system performed very well. An idle efficiency greater than 98 percent was demonstrated, pattern factors were the best of those for all injectors (i.e., 0.18 at cruise), and the system produced low smoke (i.e., a smoke number of less than 2 at cruise).
   f. Impingement air-blast injectors performed very well over a limited range although blowout was encountered at low-power conditions.
   g. Air-assist injectors performed fairly well over the entire operating range, but efficiency was down to 73 percent at idle. The pattern factor was also a little high (of the order of 0.3 at cruise). The performance and emissions levels were dependent on the degree of air-assist pressure ratio.

2. The performance obtained with the various fuel injector types could not have been predicted from characteristics obtained by bench testing of air-blast fuel injectors since high performance and low emissions levels were obtained even though high Sauter mean diameter and poor patternation were indicated.

3. Reducing the number of injectors from 18 to 9 generally improved the combustion efficiency at low-power conditions and idle (except for the spill-flow injector), but pattern factor increased.

4. The effect of fuel injector number density was investigated with simplex injectors. As the fuel injector density was decreased from 18- to 6-injector symmetry, low-power combustion efficiency improved. However, the resultant pattern factor at high-power conditions would be intolerable. In addition, stability was affected and resulted in limited operation because of lean blowout.

Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, October 31, 1980
Appendix – Test Procedure

To assist in the development of small, high-performance combustors, the flow and atomization characteristics of various types of small fuel injectors were investigated. The study was initiated by preparing conceptual design layouts and analytical evaluations of each of 11 different types of pressure- and air-atomizing injectors. Six injectors were selected for experimental study, and from this phase of the program four sets of injectors were fabricated.

The following procedure and calibration were obtained from unpublished data performed under contract NAS3-16817 (Research, Development, and Testing of Small Fuel Atomizers, 1973) by the Lee Company (R. D. Ingebo, NASA Project Manager). A test stand was designed and constructed for testing the injectors. Each injector was experimentally evaluated during the bench testing to determine if the injector fell within a 5 percent flow tolerance limit. All tests were conducted with MIL-F-7204 to simulate jet fuel with a viscosity of about 1.3 centistokes.

In figure 24(a) a schematic of the test stand arrangement is shown for the duplex pressure-atomizing injector. Provision was made to monitor each of the fuel supply lines individually. Tests were conducted over a flow range from 0.38 to 9.45 grams per second (g/sec) of fuel flow for each injector. The duplex injector had a crossover point between the primary and secondary flows at 1.26 g/sec. A typical calibration curve is shown in figure 25(a).

In figure 24(b) a schematic of the test stand arrangement is shown for the spill-flow pressure-atomizing injector. Tests were conducted over a flow range from 0.38 to 9.45 g/sec with varying spill flow selected at 1035 kPa differential. A typical flow calibration curve for the spill-flow injector is shown in figure 25(b).

In figure 24(c) a schematic of the test stand arrangement is shown for the spash-cone and impingement air-blast injectors. Air for the air-blast injector was supplied at 5.5 kPa differential in the ambient test chamber. Fuel flow characteristics are shown in figures 25(c) and (d) for the spash-cone and impingement injectors, respectively.

The fuel spray characteristics as reported in the main text (table II) were obtained by means of photographs and a patternator. The fuel spray photographs were used to determine cone and droplet size. A high-speed stroboscope with a flash duration of 3 microseconds was used to illuminate the spray. The cone angle was determined by direct measurement, and the Sauter mean diameter was obtained from the following approximation:

$$D_{SMD} = \frac{1}{3} D_{max}$$

where

- $D_{SMD}$ is the Sauter mean drop diameter
- $D_{max}$ is the size of the largest drop in the spray photograph

The SMD was approximated by assuming that the droplets were 25 percent larger than the measured size to allow for lack of illumination of the droplet edges. The mathematical definition of Sauter mean diameter defines a size of particle that will have the same surface-volume ratio as the particles in the spray.

Uniformity of the injector spray pattern was measured by using a six-segment patternator. The flow into each segment was collected in a glass tube until one was filled. The reading is obtained by measuring the difference of each tube from the filled tube (an empty tube is indicated by a high-percentage reading).
Figure 24. Flow schematic of fuel-spray test stand.
Figure 25. - Typical fuel flow calibration using MIL-F-7024.
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EFFECT OF FUEL INJECTOR TYPE ON PERFORMANCE AND EMISSIONS OF REVERSE-FLOW COMBUSTOR

Abstract

The combustion process in a reverse-flow combustor suitable for a small gas turbine engine was investigated to evaluate the effect of fuel injector type on performance and emissions. Fuel injector configurations using pressure-atomizing, spill-flow, air-blast, and air-assist techniques were compared and evaluated on the basis of performance obtained in a full-scale experimental combustor operated at inlet conditions corresponding to takeoff, cruise, low power, and idle and typical of a 16:1-pressure-ratio turbine engine. Major differences in combustor performance and emissions characteristics were experienced with each injector type even though the aerodynamic configuration was common to most combustor models. Performance characteristics obtained with the various fuel injector types could not have been predicted from bench-test injector spray characteristics. The effect of the number of operating fuel injectors on performance and emissions is also presented.
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